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Main work items

1. URNReg
2. Collaborations
3. Marketing
4. SCHAC
URNReg

Evolution of an Idea

URNReg has seen the idea evolve from inception to deployment. An idea was presented in 2006 in Malaga. Candido volunteered to do an implementation. One year later working code was presented. This year eduGAIN became the pilot user. We have presented the idea in eChallenges.
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- URNs were exploding in our activities
- An idea was presented in 2006 in Malaga
- Candido volunteered to do an implementation
- One year later working code was presented
- This year eduGAIN became the pilot user
- We have presented the idea in eChallenges
URNReg
evolution must not rest

There is plenty of room for improvement.
The specifications document needs some polish.
More deployments (SCHAC).
Apply the refinements derived from the use of the tool.
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- The specifications document needs some polish → RFC?
- More deployments (SCHAC)
- Apply the refinements derived from the use of the tool
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There are others that can use our work whose work we can use

- Australian Access Federation
- The elusive people that new about Bologna: EUNIS/RS³G
- MACE-Dir
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We have made ourselves known

- Once there was an award
- Presented to SEReen participating countries
- We have been to eChallenges twice
- Our activities were introduced in EUNIS
- Invitation to present at next EAIE conference
SCHAC
the long and winding road

SCHAC has had a healthy childhood

Officially born in March 2005

Mikael was the first to contribute to the list

Javi proposed the first beta of the schema on month later

First version was a Christmas present (Dec 26th 2005)

Present stable version was published at the start of 2007

The schema, or parts of it, has been widely adopted
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- Connections to student data ← RS³G
- Some new use cases need new attributes ← WAYF.dk
- The SCHAC URN RFC is ready for prime time
- Should SCHAC become a real European standard?
The URN prefix RFC

There are two options for placing the delegation of values:

- Fan out: $urn:schac:UserStatus:terena.org:$
- Straight: $urn:schac:terena.org:UserStatus:$
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There are two options for placing the delegation of values:

- *fan out* → urn:schac:UserStatus:terena.org:
- *straight* → urn:schac:terena.org:UserStatus: